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Abstract 
 
The fuel handling system for fuel elements is an important part in the pebble-bed high 

temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGR). It is significant for the reliability and safety of the 
reactor to exactly detect the fuel elements passing through stainless steel pipeline of fuel 
handling system. In view of the shortages of sensors fixed inside the pipeline and sensors 
fixed in the side hole of pipeline, a new detection device is designed, which is installed 
outside the pipeline and doesn’t destroy the pipeline in the sensors installation and 
maintenance. The detection fundamentals, sensor structure, signal handling system and 
ball-passing judgment method are described in detail. The detection system includes two parts: 
detection sensor and signal handling unit. The sensor is composed of two semicircular parts, 
each part consists of one exciter coil and two detector coils connected differentially. The 
signal handling unit utilizes direct digital synthesis (DDS) technique, ultrahigh speed 
phase/frequency discriminator and amplitude detector, so the ball-passing signal can be 
clearly picked-up. Base on amplitude detector and phase detector, a ball-passing detection 
method combining threshold judgment with wave shape judgment is putted forward, which 
can easily distinguish real ball-passing signal from interfere. The influence of exciting 
frequency on detecting sensitivity is also studied and the optimal exciting frequency is 
determined. Experiments are carried out to verify the validity and reliability of the detection 
device. The results show that designed detection system can accurately inspect the discrete 
and continuous ball-pass when its speed is between 0.3m/s and 10m/s. 
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1. Introduction 

The shortage of energy sources has become a serious challenge to human all over the 
world. Along with the decrease of petroleum and coal on the earth, it becomes more and more 
important to utilize the nuclear energy with reasonable and reliable method. With the 
advantages of high reliability and efficiency [1], the pebble-bed high temperature gas cooled 
reactor (HTGR) has been listed in the national 11th five-year plan in China.  

Contrasting to reactors with rod-type or block-type fuel elements, the pebble-bed HTGR 
requires no machinery for fuel handling inside the reactor core. The only core handling 
equipment is pipe connected to the appropriate points at the core periphery [2]. The fuel 
elements in a pebble-bed HTGR are spheres containing a fuel-graphite matrix in the center, 
which is surrounded by an unfueled graphite shell as cladding. The spherical shape of fuel 
element ensures that it can move easily in the pipeline. Gravity is used for downward motion 
of the fuel balls, while pneumatic energy is used for upward motion. All testing and control 
devices are located in an external system separated from the core.  

In the loading and unloading process of fuel balls, one of the most important things is to 
detect the ball-passing information and count the number of fuel balls in every pipeline 
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section, because the number of fuel balls in the core is the base of reactor power control. 
Failure of detection to the ball-passing information may causes problems, such as overloading 
in some storage space, ball bridging before the singulizer, fluctuation of the reactor output 
power, and failure of the fuel handing system in the worst case [3]. Therefore the accuracy and 
the reliability should be the most important characteristic for the ball-passing detection device 
that is also called ball-passing counter in the paper. 

The temperature of fuel balls in loading and unloading pipelines is from room 
temperature to several hundreds centigrade degrees and the fuel balls are radioactive. The 
traditional sensor can’t meet the requirements, because its IC and plastic component can’t 
work in high temperature and radioactive environment. Considering the electric feature of the 
fuel balls made of graphite, the eddy current technique can be applied to detect the ball-pass 
information. The detection coil near the fuel balls can work in high temperature and 
radioactive environment [4,5], while the signal handling part is located in the control room 
without high temperature and radioactivity. 

In the 10MW high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTR-10) located in Beijing, a kind 
of ball-passing counter with inside-fixed sensor is employed. The inside-fixed sensor has the 
following disadvantages [6]: (1) the installation and maintenance of sensor have to destruct the 
ball-passing pipeline, (2) the joints between the pipeline and the sensor increase the 
probability of helium leakage, and (3) direct contact with high temperature and radioactive 
fuel balls will reduce the lifetime of the sensor coils and its framework. The AVR reactor and 
THTR reactor located in Germany apply similar counter with inside-fixed sensor. A kind of 
counter with detection coils fixed in the side hole of pipeline is studied in South Africa, but 
there is no publication presented. 

To exclude the shortages of sensors fixed inside the pipeline or in the side hole of 
pipeline, a counter with outside-fixed sensor is designed in the paper, which eliminates above 
disadvantages.  

2. Detection principle and sensor structure 

2.1 Detection principle 

Based on the eddy current technique, the fundamentals of the fuel ball detection is 
shown in fig.1.  
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(a) Detection fundamentals  (b) Equivalent circuit 

(c) Equivalent circuit with the secondary circuit convert to the primary circuit 

Fig.1.  Detection fundamentals of the fuel ball 
 

The coil passing alternating current will produce alternating electromagnetic field near it. 
The eddy current occurs in the fuel ball when it passes through the coil, as is shown in 
Fig.1.(a). The impedance of the coil will change because of the effect of the eddy current. The 
ball-passing information will be obtained by detecting the change of the coil impedance. The 
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fuel ball containing eddy current can be treated as the secondary circuit of a transformer, its 
relation with the coil can be presented in Fig.1.(b), where R1, L1, and R2, L2 are the resistance 
and inductance of the primary (coil) and secondary (fuel ball) circuit respectively, and M is 
the mutual inductance coefficient. 

In order to analyze the circuit conveniently, the equivalent circuit with the secondary 
circuit converted to primary circuit is often used, as is shown in Fig.1.(c). The equivalent 
resistance Re and inductance Xe, and the total resistance RT and inductance XT of the coil are 
presented as follows. 
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The structure and electric characteristic of the fuel ball keep unchangeable when it passes 
through the detecting coil. So its resistance and inductance can be considered constant. 
Whereas Re and Xe are changed while fuel ball passes through the coil because of the variety 
of M. Therefore the ball-passing information can be obtained by detecting the change of total 
resistance RT and inductance XT of the coil. The fuel ball isn’t ferromagnet and its 
conductivity is lower than copper coil, and the mutual inductance coefficient between 
detecting coil and fuel ball is tiny due to the thick stainless steel pipeline between them. So 
the equivalent impedance Ze(=Re+Xe) is far smaller than total impedance ZT(=RT+XT). It 
makes that the variety of the detecting coil impedance is too small to sense while the ball 
passes the pipeline. By installing the coil inside the pipeline or in the side hole of pipeline, the 
variety of detecting coil impedance can be greatly enhanced. That is why an inside-installed 
coil is employed in the HTR-10. This paper solves the tiny signal detection problem by 
designing reasonable detecting coil and signal handling method.   

2.2 Sensor structure 

In order to install and maintain the sensors without destructing the pipeline, the sensor is 
designed as two semicircular parts, as is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2. The structure of the sensors 
 

The framework is made of ceramic material, which is radiation-proof and heatproof. 
Each semicircular part includes one exciter coil and two detector coils. The exciter coil is 
designed to be wide to produce steady and uniform electromagnetic field in the space near the 
detectors. The detector coil is designed to be narrow to ensure its sensitivity. The two detector 
coils are the same in the parameters of loop number, material and shape. This ensures the 
differential output of the two detectors is negligible when no ball passes. In order to 
distinguish continuous ball-pass, the space between detectors is half of the ball diameter. 
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3. Signal handling system 

In order to detect the infinitesimal differential signal, a signal handling system is 
designed, as is shown in Fig.3. The signal analysis and control unit utilizes direct digital 
synthesis (DDS) technique to generate a high precision sine wave U0. Handled by the power 
amplifier unit, a sine wave UE with stable amplitude is put on the exciter coil of the sensor. 
Because of the mutual induction, the two detectors will output sine wave U10 and U20 
respectively, whose frequency is the same as UE. By the signal sample and pretreatment unit, 
U10 and U20 are transferred to U1 and U2 respectively, whose frequency, phase and amplitude 
are the same when no fuel ball passes. Ball-pass will cause difference between the phase and 
amplitude of U1 and U2. The phase discriminator and amplitude detector are used to detect the 
difference of phase and amplitude respectively, and output corresponding signal UOP and UOA. 
By analyzing UOP and UOA, the ball-passing information will be educed. 
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and
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UEU10 U20
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U1 UOP

UOA

UE U0

 
Fig.3.  Scheme of the signal handling system 

 

3.1 Signal sample and pretreatment unit 

It is difficult to ensure all the parameters are the same between the two detector coils, 
because they are manufactured manually. So the phase and amplitude between U10 and U20 are 
often different. The function of the signal sample and pretreatment unit is to modify their 
phase and amplitude, and ensure them to be the same when no fuel ball passes. A simplified 
circuit is shown in Fig.4, where OA is an operational amplifier. The phase and amplitude of 
input signal can be modified by changing VR2 and VR1 respectively. 
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Fig.4.  Principle of the signal pretreatment unit 

 

3.2 Amplitude detector 

The function of amplitude detector is to detect the amplitude difference between U1 and 
U2. Its working principle is shown in Fig.5. Ura is a reference sine wave signal whose 
frequency and phase are the same as those of U1 and U2. 
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Fig.5. Principle of amplitude detector 
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When no ball passes, the frequency, phase and amplitude of U1 are the same as those of 
U2. The differential of U1 and U2 is zero, so UOA is a direct current voltage signal equal to the 
rectifying result of Ura. While there is ball passing through the two detector coils sequentially, 
the phase and amplitude of U1 and U2 will change. This will result in the change of UOA, as is 
shown in Fig.7. By adding Ura, UOA will include the information of ball-passing direction. 

3.3 Phase discriminator 

The differential between U1 and U2 is tiny because of the pipeline shield. And voltage 
signal is easy to be disturbed. So the phase detector is designed, whose function is detecting 
the phase difference between U1 and U2. As is shown in Fig.6.  
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Fig.6. Phase detector 
 

The phase detector is based on an ultrahigh speed phase/frequency discriminator 
AD9901. Input signals to AD9901 should be pulse trains, so U1 and U2 have to be converted 
to pulse signals of same frequency. The output signal of inverter is of opposite phase, which 
ensures AD9901 work in its linear range. The output signal of AD9901 is pulse train, which is 
a direct measurement of the phase difference between the two input signals. This output pulse 

train is low-pass filtered to extract the dc mean value Kφ (φ 1-φ 2),  where Kφ  is the phase 

gain, φ 1 and φ 2 are the phase angle of U1 and U2. In this paper, the typical output swing of 

ad9901 is 3.6V, so the transfer function is stated as (3.6V/2π =0.573V／RAD). When no ball 
passes, Uo is equal to 1.8V. When there is ball passing, Uo will change near 1.8V. In order to 
enlarge the phase difference, subtracter and amplifier are emploied, where Urd is a direct 
current reference voltage which is 1.75V in this paper. The output of UOA is shown in Fig.7. 

3.4 Ball-passing criterion 

Judging ball-passing information from UOA and UOP is a serious problem. The existence 
of interfere often results in improper judgment of ball-pass. An effective ball-passing criterion 
combined threshold judgment with wave shape judgment is shown in Fig.7.  
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Fig.7. Ball passing criterion 
 

UOA is connected to the input of comparator C1 and C2, while two voltage thresholds Ug+ 
and Ug- are connected to the other input of C1 and C2. When a fuel ball passes, there will be 
positive transition appearing at the output of C1 and C2. For a forward ball-pass, the positive 
transition occurs in INT1 before INT2, while for a backward ball-pass, the transition in INT2 
firstly appears. By the appearing sequence of transitions in INT1 and INT2, the ball-passing 
direction information can be obtained. 

A forward ball-pass example will be used to explain the criterion in detail as follow. 
When a ball passes forward, the voltage UOA will increases. A positive transition will appear 
in INT1 when UOA is bigger than Ug+. From now on, UOA is sampled continuously. The time 
when UOA reaches its maximal value is marked as t1, while the time when UOA is equal to 
UOA0 is marked as t0, the time when UOA reaches its minimal value is marked as t2. The 
criterion is presented as follows: 
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Formula (1) and (2) reflect the symmetry in time coordinates axis and amplitude 
coordinates axis respectively. Ordinary interfere signal is stochastic pulse, which is difficult to 
satisfy above formulas. Therefore, the ball-passing information can be exactly obtained 
without wrong judgment. 

The criterion is performed by signal analysis and control unit, which is based on an Intel 
16 bit SCM 80C196KB in the paper. The interrupt pin EXT and HSI0 is connected to INT1 
and INT2 respectively, UOA and UOP are connected to A/D channel ACH0 and ACH1. When a 
forward (backward) ball-pass is detected, a 4ms-wide pulse will be sent out from HSO0 
(HSO1) pin, which provides ball-passing information for other system in HTGR. 

4. Experiments and analysis 

4.1 The wave of UOA and UOP 

Based on above detection method, ball-passing experiments are performed. UOA0 and 
UOP0 are modified to about 2.0V, which is the voltage value of UOA and UOP when no ball 
passes. When there is a ball passing, UOA and UOP will output a wave similar to sin wave, 
whose swing is about 3V. Under different conditions, the ball-passing waves are recorded in 
Fig.8, where the above wave is UOA while the below wave is UOP. 

   

(a)discrete ball-pass in 0.3m/s (b)discrete ball-pass in 10m/s (c)continuous ball-pass in 0.7m/s 

   (backward direction)           (forward direction)         (backward direction) 

Fig.8.  Experimental wave of UOA and UOP 
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4.2 The influence of exciting frequency 

For eddy current detection, the exciting frequency is an important parameter that affects 
the detection precision and efficiency. The experiments in Fig.8 are performed with 4K 
exciting frequency. More experiments of discrete ball-pass are carried out with different 
exciting frequency and ball-passing speed, the swing voltage of UOA is recorded in Fig.9.  
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Fig.9.  The influence of exciting frequency on detection sensitivity 

 

Fig.9 shows that the swing voltage of UOA keeps constant when ball-passing speed less 
than 3m/s for 4KHz exciting frequency. The swing voltage of UOA decreases when 
ball-passing speed near 10m/s. This means detection sensitivity reduces along with the 
increase of ball-passing speed. This reduction is because of the low-pass filter in amplitude 
detection unit, whose critical frequency is one-fifth of the exciting frequency.  

Too high working frequency will lead that the electromagnetic field can’t penetrate the 
pipeline, and will not be affected by the ball-passing event. Therefore the swing voltage of 
8KHz exciting frequency is lower, while it keeps unchanged from 0.3m/s to 10m/s. 

Low exciting frequency is helpful to increase the penetrating depth of eddy current. But 
its detection sensitivity will decrease along with the increase of ball-passing speed because 
the bandwidth of amplitude detection unit with low exciting frequency is narrow. 

4.3 Experiment of reliability 

The reliability is a rigorous index for nuclear device. The reliability of designed 
detection device is tested by a robot. The testing facility is shown in Fig.10. A continuous 
experiment is performed for 72 hours, 18000 balls pass through the pipeline. Experiment 
result shows that the detecting precision is 100%.  

   

Fig.10. The experimental device for reliability 
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5. Conclusion 

The study has demonstrated that outside-fixed counter is feasible to detect the fuel 
ball-passing information. By designing reasonable sensor structure, combining amplitude 
detection and phase detection, and integrating threshold judgment with wave shape judgment, 
the counter can easily distinguish ball-passing signal from interfere. The study of the 
influence of exciting frequency on detecting sensitivity shows that optimal frequency exists. 
Too low exciting frequency will result in narrow bandwidth of the counter, which may miss 
ball-pass with high speed. While too high exciting frequency will decrease detecting 
sensitivity in the whole ball-passing speed range because of low penetrating depth of high 
frequency eddy current. 

The designed method and detection device is tested in lab with graphite balls instead of 
fuel balls because of its radioactivity. In reality, however, the practical working environment 
is high temperature and radioactivity. Thus, the research activity needs expand to high 
temperature test, which will be performed in the lab. It is difficult to construct a radioactive 
environment in the lab, so the radioactive test will be carried out in the 10MW high 
temperature gas cooled reactor (HTR-10) in the future. 
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